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Abstract. The analysis of the characteristics of two or more proteins can result in
comparison of their mutual or totally different characteristics and as a result can lead in
obtaining general conclusion about determining their function. Although comparative
methods give substantial results, we would like to point out that including the so called,
“logical” determination will mean that functional predictions can be greatly improved
by focusing on how the genes became similar in sequence (i.e., evolution) rather than
on the sequence similarity itself [22]. This evolutionary perspective method, based on
phylogenetic analysis, will separate only the relevant data, thus simplifying the function
prediction and making it more accurate. From the obtained results we can conclude that
the combination of phylogenetic analysis with comparative methods results in better
accuracy in prediction.
Keywords: Protein function prediction, Phylogenetic analysis, Gene Ontology, C4.5
Classification

1

Introduction

Fast and accurate prediction of protein functions is significant challenge in this era.
Each day, more and more sequences are discovered, but the knowledge of their function
is still not satisfactory. Prediction of protein function is based on conclusions from
previously gathered data of proteins with known functions and their similarity with the
protein of interest [1].
Analysis of characteristics of two or more proteins leads to comparison of their
common or totally different characteristics to the resulting conclusion i.e. assigning
function to the unknown protein. In order to find and determine the function of
unknown protein it is necessary to know its structure and the similarity metrics that will
be used for measuring similarity with other proteins. Protein structure can be described
in many ways. The primary structure is the sequence of amino acids of the protein,
while the secondary and tertiary structure describe the position of the protein in 3D
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space. Spatial band determines the chemical characteristics of the protein and its
function. Characteristics such as length of amino acid sequences, the radius of
molecules or parts of polarity describe the building structure, and thus the function of
the protein. By comparing these features with such characteristics of other proteins we
can get information about a similarity with other proteins or we can infer the
information that they share the same ancestor. Hence, knowledge of the protein
structure and finding other similar protein structure leads to the discovering functional
correlation between protein structures.

Fig. 1. Protein structure levels
Relatively new approach in predicting protein functions is the concept of
phylogenetic analysis. Phylogenetic analysis is based on a relatively simple premise because genetic features have changed as a result of evolution, the reconstruction of
their evolutionary history should help in predicting the functions of uncharacterized
genes [2]. This means that predicting the functions can be significantly improved if the
methods focus on the evolution of genes / proteins i.e. how they became similar in
sequence instead of just their similarity. This evolutionary perspective will separate
only useful data and prediction will be simpler and more accurate.
Until now predicting the functions of uncharacterized proteins was based mainly
on the examination of primary and secondary structure or a combination of these
features. Here, we will also be make a combination of two descriptors of proteins - their
primary, secondary and tertian structure described by descriptor and their evolutionary
characteristics derived from the primary structure. As mentioned, the secondary and
tertiary structure describe the position of the protein in 3D space as a consequence of
inter atomic forces affecting this structure and affect the function of the protein. Hence,
the secondary structure of proteins is an important feature associated with the function
of the protein which is to be expected. The choice of the second feature that will be
considered in this work i.e. evolutionary characteristic of the protein is taken because
of the logical concept of such analysis and its connection with the function of the
protein.
In this paper, we will explain the concepts of phylogenetic analysis, various
methods for sequence alignment and building phylogenetic tree together with an
analysis of advantages and disadvantages giving an explanation for the selected
method. We will also describe the method for calculating the secondary structure of the
protein and its biological properties, mainly introducing the concept of ontological
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structure - Gene Ontology [3] and discussion of the final results for the prediction of
protein functions obtained by using these methods.
In section 2 we present details about the proposed phylogenetic analysis approach,
additionally, section 3 describes a protein descriptor used in the analysis. Section 4
presents the experimental results, while the section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Phylogenetic analysis

Analysis of the characteristics of two or more organisms by comparing their similarities
or differences leads to conclusion of their connection. The methods used vary in the
approach of prediction. If the methods perform analysis and make a final conclusion
depending on the similarity of the entities examined, they belong to the group of
homologous methods [4]. In the other group, in non - homologous methods other
characteristics are examined rather than their similarity. The key determining factor in
both homologous and non-homologous methods are comparison of the characteristics
of unknown proteins with the characteristics of known protein. This comes to the
conclusion that both methods have comparative nature [4] i.e. they simply focus on
counting and characterizing the similarities and differences between organisms.
However, with a better understanding of the biology, it is helpful to clarify how did
these similarities and differences came. This concept is known as an evolutionary
perspective of comparative biology.
Prediction of protein function with comparative method together with methods
based on the evolutionary perspective leads to better results, i.e. more precise final
prediction of protein functions. This can be considered as a combination of "numerical"
and "logical" description of the characteristics. Numerical determination representing
the results of comparative methods i.e. numbered similarities and differences of
proteins. The practical logic behind this comparison is based on the fact that genes that
have similar characteristics are likely functionally related. However, some of these
characteristics are important for determining functional relationship, and some can even
be completely irrelevant. Therefore, it is always good to use the advantage of the socalled "logical" choice especially in combination with such numerical comparative
methods. Thus, by focusing on how genes occurred similar in sequence (evolution)
predictions will be significantly improved. Methods of the evolutionary perspective
will separate only the relevant data and determining the final protein function will be
simpler and more accurate.
This method is based on a relatively simple assumption—because gene functions
change as a result of evolution, reconstructing the evolutionary history of genes should
help predict the functions of uncharacterized genes. The first step is the generation of a
phylogenetic tree representing the evolutionary history of the gene of interest and its
homologs. Such trees are distinct from clusters and other means of characterizing
sequence similarity because they are inferred by special techniques that help convert
patterns of similarity into evolutionary relationships [5]. The basic concepts of
phylogenetic analysis are quite easy to understand, but understanding what the results
of the analysis mean, and avoiding errors of analysis can be quite difficult.
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The final product of phylogenetic methods is phylogenetic tree from which we can
get information about evolution. Phylogenetic tree represents structure in which
organisms are arranged in branches that are connected according their relationship and
evolutionary distance. An example of such a tree with root (ancestor) and scaled
branches is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic three with scaled branches

The phylogenetic tree is a binary tree with or without root, made of leaves and
branches where the leaves can be organisms, genes, proteins etc. It is constructed of
protein or DNA sequences. The leaves and branches reflect the evolutionary link
between members of these sequences where the leaves are sequences and the branch
length marks evolutionary distance (during evolution) among members.
Regardless of the sequence type the first step in building a phylogenetic tree is the
sequence alignment of the data set. There are methods for global and local alignment,
methods for pairwise alignment or alignment of group of sequences and each different
method is more accurate than the other under different conditions and individual
datasets. For example, global alignment gives better results for sequences that are
similar to each other and local alignment is recommended for long sequences with
regions of similarity. Therefore the choice of methods should be made taking in
consideration all the parameters of the training and test set and the aim of the
experiment and this choice makes great impact because the result of the alignment is
actually the input for the method for building phylogenetic tree and thus significantly
affect the accuracy of evolutionary relationships.
Methods to generate phylogenetic trees can be divided according to how they
process the data or by the approach for building the tree [7]. The method of processing
data are the methods that are based on the distance or the characters (discrete methods).
The first measure is the distance / difference between two genes and construct the tree
from the resulting matrix of distances. Others evaluate all possible trees and choose the
final one that optimizes evolution. Another way of dividing methods for building
phylogenetic trees is according the approach for building the tree.
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Methods of clustering follow many steps (algorithm) when generating the tree. Methods
for building phylogenetic trees from second class use so called optimality criterion to
choose one of the many possible trees. This criterion is used to assign "points" or rank
of each candidate tree. Points / rank are calculated according to the link between the
tree and the input data. Examples of these methods are maximum parsimony or
maximum likelihood.
In general, methods of distance are often a choice because of their speed. Also, they
generate trees with values for the length of the branches. NJ compared with UPGMA
method is faster and provides more precise results. It also does not work on the basis
of the presumption of molecular clock. The method of maximum parsimony works
faster than the maximum likelihood method and "weighted" schemes of parsimony
method can cope with the different models used in the method of maximum likelihood
[7][8][9]. Maximum likelihood method is the slowest, but most intense and in most
cases provides the best result and tree with most information.
Selecting the method depends mostly on the data set, available memory and
computational resources. For large datasets and small memory and computational
resources recommended method is neighbor join [10][11], which is also our choice for
this experiment. Also, for purposes of this work the phylogenetic tree needs to be
expressed with values of the evolutionary distance between sequences, so the choice
comes down to some of the methods based on distance. Neighbor join method is the
best choice because of its speed and accuracy.

Fig. 3. Building phylogenetic tree

3

Methods

In this experiment we work with data sets from Protein Data Bank [6] and SCOP [5].
The training set is a subset of SCOP version 1.73 (November 2007) and a test set of
SCOP version 1.75 (June 2009). The whole data set is divided into subsets according
to the SCOP where all members of a subset belong to the same class in SCOP. SCOP
is classified into 11 classes, but only some of them have a sufficient number of samples
needed to perform the experiment.
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The experiment consists of several steps:

1. Separation of the data set into subsets according to the SCOP classification
where each subset consists of a protein belonging to a single SCOP class;

2. Alignment of each subset with progressive method (global sequence
alignment method);

3. Creating a phylogenetic tree for each subset separately with the method of

4.

nearest neighbors (Neighbor Join) and clustering of proteins according to our
custom algorithm that follows the structure of the phylogenetic tree. This
clustering algorithm combines proteins from the first level of the phylogenetic
tree and if in the first level a protein is alone in the cluster it joins with the
second level of the tree. In the prediction descriptor we use information in
which cluster every protein from the training and the test set belongs;
Calculation of 3D descriptors for the protein data set according to the method
described - the descriptor [12] relies on the geometric 3D structure of the
proteins. It consists of four phases: triangulation, normalization, voxelization
of the 3D protein structures, and the Spherical Trace Transform applied. As a
result, geometry-based descriptors are produced, which are completely
rotation invariant. The training procedure is the descriptor extraction.
Descriptors consisting of 450 features (416 of them describe the protein’s
geometry, while 34 of them give information for the primary and secondary
protein structure) are generated for each protein forming a training set for a
C4.5 decision tree algorithm.

5. Creating Gene Ontology (GO) descriptor for the protein data set – for each

6.

7.
8.

class in SCOP clustering in smaller segments according to the phylogenetic
tree. For each protein belonging to a particular cluster a descriptor is made
according to the percentage of how many GO molecular functions it contains
compared to all molecular functions of proteins from all members of a given
cluster. For example, we are working with 5165 proteins from the class of
46456 - alpha helixes. They are clustered in 132 clusters. Proteins from the
first cluster have different annotated GO molecular functions whose union has
a total of 11 molecular functions. The first protein cluster instance has 3 out
of 11 functions and is described by descriptor 3/11 and so on for each protein
from each cluster.
Creating a data classifier for the training and testing set. It is a classifier for
predicting that uses the descriptor with the attributes of the 3D protein
descriptor, GO and information in which cluster derived from phylogenetic
analysis tree the protein belongs to. For the need of the research, experiments
are made with a combination of any of the above attributes and each attribute
separately;
Classification with C.45 algorithm;
Analysis of results;
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For the purpose of the experiment we are working with several groups of datasets:
Group 1. Set of proteins with SCOP class 46 456 - α helices
Group 2. Set of proteins with SCOP class 48 724 - β helices
Group 3. Set of proteins with SCOP class 51 394 - α / β domains
Group 4. Set a group of proteins SCOP class 53 931 - α + β domains
Group 5. Mixed set with multiple protein classes (46456, 51394)
Group 6. Mixed set with multiple protein classes (56835, 56572, 57942, 58231
and 58788) [16]
The number of samples for all of the groups in the training and test sets is roughly
the same, because that affects the accuracy in prediction. For all groups we make a
prediction of a SCOP family using only the 3D protein descriptor, only phylogenetic
analysis attribute and a combination of both, with and without the GO descriptor. As
noted above the 3D descriptor so far gives good accuracy for prediction and from our
experiment is expected that phylogenetic analysis will improve the precision of sets
belonging to the same SCOP family. Additionally, we make addition of the GO
descriptor to test the prediction accuracy in case of a combination of the Gene ontology
with phylogenetic analysis.
The first four sets are proteins belonging to the same SCOP class because of the
assumption that the use of phylogenetic information will yield to better results in sets
of proteins that have similar properties. Additionally, the latter two groups are selected
to verify this assumption. Selecting sets of proteins belonging to the same class is due
to the SCOP classification logic where SCOP classes are determined according to the
secondary structure of the protein which is closely related to the evolutionary history.
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Fig. 4. Graphical presentation of the experiment. All 6 groups go through all steps that are
presented for group 2

4

Experimental Results

The results shown in the following tables confirm our expectations and the theoretical
background explained in upper sections. Table 1 includes the results of the first four
groups of similar proteins and table 2, the latter two groups mixed proteins. Therefore,
in the first table we can notice the positive impact of phylogenetic information accuracy
in predicting, and in the second table we can conclude that the phylogenetic analysis
has no effect.
Тable 1. Results for sets with similar proteins
Data set
Number of proteins in
training data set
Number of proteins in test
data set
Accuracy with 3D descriptor
Accuracy with 3D descriptor
and phylogenetic analysis
Accuracy with 3D and GO
descriptor
Accuracy with 3D and GO
descriptor and phylogenetic
analysis
Accuracy with phylogenetic
analysis

Group 1
6222

Group2
7144

Group3
6220

Group4
6211

689

852

885

1127

80.8418
80.9869

67.4883
68.0751

58.3051
58.6441

62.2893
62.4667

80.2612

71.1621

58.5311

61.4662

80.4064

71.1621

58.6441

61.5602

3.9187

3.1023

1.9209

2.2496

Тable 2. Results for sets with similar and different proteins
Data set
Number of proteins in
training data set
Number of proteins in test
data set
Accuracy with 3D descriptor
Accuracy with 3D descriptor
and phylogenetic analysis
Accuracy with 3D and GO
descriptor
Accuracy with 3D and GO
descriptor and phylogenetic
analysis
Accuracy with phylogenetic
analysis

Group 5
5624

Group 6
1269

620

209

85.4839
85.4839

77.9904
77.9904

85.6452

77.9904

85.6452

77.9904

7.5806

2.8708
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According to the results shown in Table 1, the accuracy of the prediction is
improved by adding additional information from phylogenetic analysis of the first four
groups as expected because proteins belonging to them are functionally and
evolutionary related and belong to the same class. The accuracy in the last two groups
containing related and unrelated proteins at the same with and without addition of
phylogenetic information. The present high rate of accuracy comes due to the already
good precision of the 3D descriptor, but also it is unavoidable to conclude that
phylogenetic analysis does not affect the improvement of precision.
Further confirmation of the benefits of including the phylogenetic analysis is when
in predicting experiments we involve a GO factor as an attribute for classification. In
such cases, accuracy is increased when introducing phylogenetic analysis.
It is worth mentioning the poor prediction accuracy when using only information
from phylogenetic analysis. Taking in consideration the data set we are working with
and the type of information from phylogenetic analysis which is forwarded in
predicting, the conclusion is that the phylogenetic data attribute is not sufficiently
descriptive to independently give satisfactory results. Reason for further work is
creation of a more extensive descriptor which would give information of the
phylogenetic origin of each sample and which would include information also for the
other levels of the phylogenetic tree that is generated.

5

Conclusion

The evolutionary perspective is closely related to the function of proteins. Proteins
change with time and therefore change its features and functions. How did the change
come is equally important as the change itself. Therefore, better results in predicting
are obtained when you take into account information how certain proteins become
similar together with data on their similarity.
In this paper we tried to present the difference in predicting including information
about the evolutionary origin of proteins, which is a new perspective known as
phylogenetic analysis. Predicting with 3D descriptor already provided excellent results
but bioinformatics always strives to improve the precision so every new way that gives
slightly better results than the previous is a great progress taking in consideration the
benefits of the practical uses of prediction of protein functions in the world.
The prediction of protein functions by an inclusion of phylogenetic information
gives better results in proteins that are similar to each other i.e. proteins with close
evolutionary origins. In addition, from the experiments with the included descriptor for
the functions of each protein by Gene Ontology and the accompanying results we can
infer that although the inclusion of this descriptor sometimes gives worse results in
general it does not affect the accuracy in predicting with phylogenetic information
because under the same conditions the predicting is always improved when you
introduce phylogenetic information.
A motivation for further work is expanding the descriptor using Gene Ontology
striving not to deteriorate the accuracy in predicting under the same conditions and
testing results when using information from two-level phylogenetic analysis.
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